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A B S T R A C T

Sidelink in cellular networks enables direct exchange of data packets between devices without the need for
network infrastructure, resulting in various benefits, including communication in out-of-coverage areas and
possible decrease in latency by a considerable extent. Thus, sidelink is a favorable choice for applications like
public safety communications and Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications. As 4G Long Term Evolution
(LTE) advanced to 5G New Radio (NR) under the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), several new
features were introduced to sidelink, such as two-stage Sidelink Control Informations (SCIs), data and control
multiplexing, and feedback-based Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) with a configurable maximum
number of transmissions. To conduct extensive NR sidelink link-level evaluations, a comprehensive simulation
platform is essential. In this paper, we introduce the first publicly accessible 5G NR Link-Level Simulator
(LLS) that supports major 5G NR sidelink features and complies with the 3GPP standards. This MATLAB-based
simulator allows for flexible control over various Physical Layer (PHY) configurations, facilitating customized
simulations on algorithm development and performance evaluations. We discuss the simulator’s structure and
the sidelink features implemented in detail and evaluate the 5G NR sidelink performance using the developed
simulator. Our simulation results indicate that the Block Error Rate (BLER) curves are insensitive to error-prone
2nd-stage Sidelink Control Information (SCI2) and number of Resource Blocks (RBs) allocated; however, the
sidelink communication range is sensitive to the deployment environment. We also highlight the need for a
careful choice of numerology, device power class and HARQ configuration to balance performance metrics for
a variety of services based on 5G NR sidelink deployment scenarios.
. Introduction

The introduction of sidelink technology in cellular networks dates
ack to March 2015 when the Third Generation Partnership Project
3GPP) included it in Long Term Evolution (LTE) Device-to-Device
D2D) communications. Unlike traditional cellular networks, sidelink
llows devices to directly exchange data without the need to go through
ase stations and network infrastructure. This feature provides various
dvantages, such as enabling communication in out-of-coverage areas
nd potentially reducing latency by eliminating hops to, from, and
ithin the network infrastructure. These benefits make sidelink com-
unications an attractive option for multiple services, including Prox-

mity Services (ProSe) in public safety communications and Vehicle-to-
verything (V2X) communications, leading to extensive research in this
rea [1,2].

∗ Corresponding author at: Prometheus Computing, LLC, 4977 Battery Lane #214, Bethesda, MD, 20814, USA.
E-mail address: peng.liu@nist.gov (P. Liu).

1 Now at Google.

With the advancement of technology from 4G LTE to 5G New Radio
(NR), starting from 3GPP Release 16, new features were introduced
to sidelink to improve its performance and cater to various service
needs [3,4]. These features include, but are not limited to, numerol-
ogy (inherited from the Uu interface), sensing mechanism, two-stage
Sidelink Control Informations (SCIs), feedback channel, and flexible
maximum number of Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) trans-
missions. With the introduction of these new features, simulations
could play a significant role in analyzing and evaluating 5G NR sidelink
performance.

For wireless communication studies, simulators have been devel-
oped and widely used at different levels. These levels include link-
level simulation, which evaluates Physical Layer (PHY) performance
by Block Error Rate (BLER), Bit Error Rate (BER), or Frame Error
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Rate (FER) under controlled PHY parameters and environment [5–
7]; system-level simulation, which assesses system performance under
various system environments, such as scheduling strategies, frequency
bands, and deployment configurations [8–10]; and network-level sim-
ulation, which considers various network components, such as core
network and radio access networks, and focuses on network perfor-
mance [10–13]. Among these simulations, link-level simulations are
widely used to simulate point-to-point communication links and PHY
performance, and are often used to provide inputs to system-level
simulations such as BLER curves.

Specific to LTE and NR, there are two primary suites of Link-Level
Simulators (LLSs) available that offer a rich set of PHY modules and
are adaptable for reuse. One suite is developed by MathWork2 For
LTE, MathWorks developed an LTE toolbox that supports Downlink
(DL), Uplink (UL) and Sidelink (SL) [5]. Accordingly, LLSs can be
built using the tools provided. For sidelink in particular, MathWorks
provides tools for Release 12 ProSe transmission mode 1 and mode 2,
as well as Release 14 V2X transmission mode 3 and mode 4. Similarly,
for NR, MathWorks developed a 5G toolbox that is compliant with
3GPP Release 15. However, while it supports both downlink and uplink,
sidelink is not available at the time of writing. Another LLS suite is
provided by the Vienna Cellular Communications Simulators,1 which
offers a range of link-level and system-level simulators for both 4G LTE
and 5G NR [7]. Its 5G LLS supports downlink and uplink and provides
high flexibility in controlling a broad range of parameters. However,
similar to MathWorks, sidelink support is currently not available. While
there are other simulators mentioned in the literature [9,14], to the best
of our knowledge, there is no publicly accessible NR SL LLS yet.

In this paper, we introduce the 5G NR SL LLS that we have devel-
oped for the study of NR sidelink technology [15], aimed at meeting
the simulation needs for this rapidly developing area and filling the
existing gap. The simulator is MATLAB based. Instead of developing
NR SL LLS from scratch, we utilized the rich set of PHY modules from
Vienna DL and UL LLS and MathWorks 5G toolbox, and focused on the
development of NR sidelink specific features. We reused general LLS
software structure and some basic functionalities from Vienna LLS, and
channel coding from MathWorks 5G toolbox. The NR sidelink features
developed include, but are not limited to, sidelink Bandwidth Part
(BWP) and resource pool, sidelink slot format including feedback chan-
nel and two-stage SCIs, data and control multiplexing and scrambling,
sidelink layer mapping and precoding, and blind and feedback-based
HARQ. In this paper, we also present a variety of simulation results
that prove the successful development of our simulator.

The simulator follows closely Release 16 of 3GPP 5G NR sidelink
specifications, and has a highly flexible structure that is easy to adapt to
various NR sidelink link-level simulations of interest. The simulator also
keeps the branches of DL and UL LLS, so that it supports all DL, UL, and
SL LLS. The current release focuses on one point-to-point NR sidelink
and data transmissions. To the best of our knowledge, this simulator is
the first 5G NR SL LLS that is publicly accessible.

In addition, in this paper we also use the developed 5G NR SL LLS
to evaluate 5G NR sidelink performance. As one major function of link-
level simulations and to facilitate the link-to-system mappings, we start
with the impact of error-prone 2nd-stage Sidelink Control Information
(SCI2) and number of allocated Resource Blocks (RBs) on sidelink BLER
curves. After that, we analyze the performance of sidelink, including
communication range, throughput, and latency. The factors evaluated
include deployment environment, numerology, device power class,

2 Certain equipment, instruments, software, or materials, commercial or
on-commercial, are identified in this paper in order to specify the exper-
mental procedure adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply
ecommendation or endorsement of any product or service by National In-
titute of Standards and Technology (NIST), nor is it intended to imply that
he materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the
urpose.
232
Fig. 1. Basic Simulator Structure.

and blind/feedback-based HARQ with multiple maximum number of
transmissions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the simulator structure and supported features. In Section 3
we dive into NR sidelink features developed in detail. In Section 4 we
present simulation results using the simulator. And finally we present
our concluding remarks in Section 5.

This paper extends the previous introduction to the NR SL LLS and
the corresponding simulation results [16]. With the progression of the
simulator, new features were developed and more contributions are
made:

• We expand the function of pathloss-to-distance conversion to the
evaluation of communication range and other performance met-
rics, which include but are not limited to target Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR), throughput, and latency (Section 3.8).

• We provide a generalized method to manage the constants that
comply with 3GPP standards as well as add new constants (Sec-
tion 3.9).

• We offer a convenient tool to adaptively identify the range of an
input simulation parameter (Section 3.10).

• We evaluate the impact of the number of RBs allocated and find
that its impact on BLER curve shift is insignificant (Section 4.2).

• We quantify communication ranges under various deployment
environment with different Power Delay Profiles (PDPs) (Sec-
tion 4.3).

• We extend the scope of sidelink performance research to consider
changes, in both, numerology and User Equipment (UE) power
class. The improvements in communication range at higher power
class are also quantified (Section 4.4).

2. Simulator structure and supported features

The 5G NR SL LLS inherits the structure from Vienna 5G NR
LLS, including its main functionalities [7]. A basic simulator structure
is presented in Fig. 1. The simulator starts by loading a scenario
profile containing the setup of two UEs and a link object that repre-
sents the connection between the two UEs. Transmission parameters
are also specified, including but not limited to, antenna configura-
tions, precoding matrix, channel coding scheme, waveform, channel
model, and equalizer. Next, the SL_BWP object is created according
to the scenario parameters, and the time slots where the Sidelink
Synchronization Signal Blocks (S-SSBs) are transmitted are also derived.
Afterward, a slot-by-slot simulation with a sweep parameter is per-
formed for a specified number of slots. Finally, the results of interest
are post-processed.

Typically, most LLSs fix the SNR as input parameter. Instead, Vienna
5G LLS fixes the transmit and noise power, and sets the path loss as
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Fig. 2. Generic 5G NR sidelink Slot Format.

n input parameter of the simulator [7]. We inherited this structure
n the SL LLS. In addition, Vienna 5G simulator generates throughput,
ER, and FER as PHY performance metrics. While we kept them for the
ownlink and uplink branches, for sidelink, we generate throughput,
acket loss rate, and latency as performance metrics, and have plans
o include BER and FER in future releases. Note that since the focus
f link-level simulations is on physical layer, latency here refers to the
ifference from the time a data packet is transmitted at the transmitter
o the time it is received successfully at the receiver. It is a simplified
ersion and does not include other delays such as processing delay.
onte Carlo simulations are then carried out and results are averaged

ver a certain number of channel, noise, and data realizations.
For sidelink in particular, Fig. 2 illustrates the sidelink slot format

ith 2-symbol Physical Sidelink Control Channel (PSCCH), 2-symbol
emodulation Reference Signal (DM-RS) for Physical Sidelink Shared
hannel (PSSCH), and Physical Sidelink Feedback Channel (PSFCH).
he slot formats corresponding to other settings are similar, and will be
iscussed in detail in Section 3. As the focus of the sidelink simulator
n this release is on data channel, PSCCH and PSFCH are assumed
o be error-free. That is, there is no loss on 1st-stage Sidelink Con-
rol Information (SCI1), Acknowledgements (ACKs), and Negative
cknowledgements (NACKs). Accordingly, dummy symbols with unit
ower are used to fill the Resource Elements (REs) for PSCCH and DM-
S. Meanwhile, Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and guard symbols are

mplemented per the 3GPP TS 38.211 [17].
Specific to PSSCH, which is the channel that carries data, Fig. 3

llustrates the processing chain at the transmitter and receiver sides.
hile the basic steps are similar to typical processing chains, there are
ultiple blocks that are specific to 5G NR sidelink.

First, SCI messages in 5G NR sidelink are transmitted in two stages,
CI1 and SCI2. While SCI1 is included in the PSCCH, SCI2 is multi-
lexed together with data and transmitted over PSSCH [18]. Moreover,
ifferent schemes are applied to SCI2 and data. SCI2 goes through
olar coding and Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation,
hile data goes through Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) coding and
selected modulation scheme from a set of Modulation and Coding

chemes (MCSs) [17]. Hence, sidelink requires its own processing,
ncluding separate coding, specific scrambling, separate constellation
odulation, and specific layer mapping. The sidelink simulator imple-
ents these processes by closely following 3GPP, as shown in Fig. 3,

t both the transmitter side and the receiver side. It is worth noting
hat, since the focus of this release is on data, dummy bits instead of
he actual fields of SCI2 are used as SCI2 content, and these dummy
its then go through the processing chain. The simulator provides the
lexibility to simulate and evaluate both error-free SCI2 and error-prone
CI2.

Second, 5G NR sidelink supports up to two layer spatial multiplex-
ng, which allows reuse of the resource grid shown in Fig. 2. The
imulator supports this specific resource grid (sidelink slot format in
ection 3.2) and the corresponding layer mapping.

Third, 5G NR sidelink supports both blind-based and feedback-
ased HARQ mechanisms, with a configurable and up to 32 maximum
umber of transmissions. While it is assumed that the feedback channel
s error-free and the content of PSFCH is not implemented, the simula-
or supports both PSFCH mechanisms following 3GPP [19], including
eedback period and minimum gap.
233
Fig. 3. Transmitter and Receiver Processing Chain.

Table 1
Supported features by the simulator.

Inherited features Developed features

General functionality Sidelink BWP and resource pool
Channel coding Sidelink slot format
Channel models Data and control multiplexing
Channel estimation Data and SCI2 scrambling
Modulation Sidelink layer mapping and precoding
Equalization and detection Error-free and error-prone SCI2

Blind- and feedback-based HARQ
Communication range and performance evaluation
Constant management
Adaptive sweeping value selection

The simulator also supports other 5G NR sidelink features, such
as sidelink BWP, resource pool, and identity precoding matrix [20],
together with communication range and other performance evaluation.
Table 1 summarizes the features reused from Vienna 5G simulator and
MathWorks, and the features developed specifically for sidelink. In
Section 3 we detail these features with a focus on the developed ones.

3. Simulator features

The inherited features from Vienna NR UL and DL LLS and Math-
Works 5G toolbox provide general functionalities to the NR sidelink
implementation. To develop the NR SL LLS, however, the sidelink-
specific configurations for these functionalities, as well as the sidelink-
only features, still need to be comprehensively implemented. Such
features are developed following 3GPP specifications across different
NR sidelink protocol stacks, including sidelink bandwidth part and
resource pool in Radio Resource Control (RRC), blind- and feedback-
based HARQ transmissions in Medium Access Control (MAC) and PHY,
data and control multiplexing and scrambling, layer mapping and pre-
coding, and sidelink slot structure in PHY. Furthermore, to facilitate the
simulation and data acquisition, the selection between error-free and
error-prone SCI2 is implemented. Other supported features include con-
version from pathloss to communication range and other performance
metrics, management of 3GPP standards constant values, and adaptive
sweeping that automatically selects the SNR range for simulations.

To ensure adequate functionality, flexibility, and correctness of the
sidelink simulator, the development of sidelink features complies with
3GPP Release 16 specification, while the structures of some parameters
are modified to offload the configuration complexity without affecting
their correctness. In the following subsections, we introduce each of the
sidelink features developed.
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Fig. 4. Structure of the SL_BWP class.

.1. Sidelink bandwidth part and resource pool

.1.1. Sidelink bandwidth part
The BWP for sidelink differs from those for uplink or downlink in

hat a UE can be configured with only one BWP for sidelink [19],
hereas up to four uplink or downlink BWPs can be configured [17].
he sidelink BWP for a UE-specific NR sidelink communication is
pecified by the Information Element (IE) SL-BWP-Config in the RRC
rotocol [20]. It contains two major IEs:

1. sl-BWP-Generic-r16, which configures the generic sidelink BWP
time and frequency resources, and

2. sl-BWP-PoolConfig, which configures the sidelink resource pool.

he structure of the sidelink BWP class, as well as its relation to the
idelink Resource Pool class, is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The Subcarrier Spacing (SCS) (scs) is related to the numerology
𝜇):

𝑐𝑠 = 15 × 2𝜇 kHz, (1)

nd scs can only be 15 kHz, 30 kHz, or 60 kHz in Frequency Range 1
FR1), and 60 kHz or 120 kHz in Frequency Range 2 (FR2) [20].

The cyclic prefix (cyclicPrefix), which can be normal or ex-
ended, defines the number of Orthogonal Frequency-Division Mul-

iplexing (OFDM) symbols in a slot (nSymbol). extended applies only
hen 𝜇 = 2 [17]. nSymbol is 14 and 12 when cyclicPrefix is normal and
xtended, respectively. The index of the start symbol (sl_StartSymbol)
nd the length of the sidelink symbols in a slot (sl_LengthSymbols) can
e configured by meeting the following condition:

𝑙_𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 + 𝑠𝑙_𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 ≤ 𝑛𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙. (2)

To configure the start index of the RBs (RB_start) and the number of
Bs for the sidelink BWP (nPRB), we need to first acquire the maximum

ransmission bandwidth configuration in unit of RB (maxRB). maxRB is
ointly determined by scs and the selected bandwidth, which is specified
n Table 5.3.2-1 of [21] for FR1 or Table 5.3.2-1 of [22] for FR2.
n addition, to ensure the configuration does not exceed maxRB, the
ollowing condition needs to be met:

𝐵_𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝑛𝑃𝑅𝐵 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑅𝐵. (3)
234
.1.2. Sidelink resource pool
The IE sl-BWP-PoolConfig specifies sidelink resource pool configura-

ion. The sidelink resource pool updates every 10 240ms, and provides
onfigurations for PSCCH, PSSCH, and PSFCH. In the SL LLS, these con-
igurations are stored using the SidelinkResourcePool class, as illustrated
n Fig. 4.

In each sidelink slot, two or three OFDM symbols can contain
SCCH, and the PSCCH can occupy 10, 12, 15, 20, or 25 Physical Re-
ource Blocks (PRBs) [20]. The time and frequency resources allocated
o PSCCH are defined by sl_TimeResourcePSCCH and sl_FreqResource
SCCH, respectively.

In PSSCH, the number of OFDM symbols that contain DM-RS can
e 2, 3, or 4, which is indicated by sl_PSSCH_DMRS_TimePatternList.
l_TimeResourcePSCCH, sl_PSSCH_DMRS_TimePatternList, and the num-
er of OFDM symbols for PSSCH jointly determine the OFDM sym-
ols that contain PSSCH DM-RS, using Table 8.4.1.1.2-1 in [17].
l_BetaOffsets2ndSCI corresponds to the length of the coded SCI2 mod-
lation symbols [20], and sl_Scaling provides the upper bound ratio of
he number of coded SCI2 modulation symbols over the total number of
Es for PSSCH transmission. Both of them are used in the rate matching
f the coded SCI2 bits [18].

In cases where feedback-based HARQ is enabled, SL_PSFCH_Config
s configured. The PSFCH is transmitted on the dedicated sidelink slots
ith a periodicity of 1, 2, or 4 slots [20], which is configured by sl_
SFCH_Period. On reception of a PSSCH, the receiver waits for at least
or 3 slots of the resource pool before checking for an available PSFCH.
his gap of slots is configured by sl_MinTimeGapPSFCH. The modulation

symbols of the feedback information in the corresponding slot(s) and
subchannel(s) are mapped to the RB set of sl_PSFCH_RB_Set [19]. As
shown in Fig. 6, when the PSFCH is to be transmitted, the OFDM
symbol for PSFCH, as well as those for the PSFCH AGC that precedes
it and the guard symbol that follows it, occupy the last three OFDM
symbols of the sidelink slot.

It is worth mentioning that most of the configurations follow the
3GPP standards, while some parameters are simplified. For example,
instead of having multiple configurations, each of sl_PSSCH_DMRS_
TimePatternList and sl_BetaOffsets2ndSCI have only a single value. Also,
in sl_BetaOffsets2ndSCI, we record the actual Beta offset value, instead
of the lookup index for Table 9.3-2 of [19]. Another modification is that
instead of subchannels, the frequency resources in the sidelink resource
pool is configured based on the number of RBs sl_RB_Number. Such
changes were made to simplify the configuration structure without loss
of accuracy.

3.2. Sidelink slot format

As introduced above, a sidelink slot can contain 12 or 14 OFDM
symbols in the time domain, depending on the cyclic prefix and SCS
configurations. In frequency domain, (10 to 275) RBs can be config-
ured, whereas the actual RB number is constrained by nPRB in sidelink
BWP and eventually sl_RB_Number in sidelink resource pool. Each RB
contains 12 subcarriers. The basic resource unit is an RE, which oc-
cupies one OFDM symbol in the time domain and one subcarrier in
the frequency domain. An RE contains one modulation symbol for a
physical channel or a reference signal.

A sidelink slot can contain (1) the physical channels of PSSCH,
PSCCH, and PSFCH, and (2) the reference signals of DM-RS, Channel-
State Information Reference Signal (CSI-RS), and Phase-Tracking Ref-
erence Signal (PT-RS). The PSSCH contains symbols of SCI2, data, and
DM-RS, and the PSCCH contains symbols of SCI1 and DM-RS. In this
simulator, we implemented the mapping of PSSCH, PSCCH, and PSFCH
symbols for their corresponding elements, whereas the implementation
of CSI-RS and PT-RS was left for future development.

In a sidelink slot, the first OFDM symbol starts at the symbol with
index sl_StartSymbol, as specified in the sidelink BWP. This symbol
is used for AGC [3], and it is a duplication of the following OFDM
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symbol [17]. The PSCCH is mapped to the OFDM symbols starting
at index 𝑠𝑙_𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 + 1, and its resources are specified by sl_
imeResourcePSCCH and sl_FreqResourcePSCCH. In the REs assigned to
SCCH, the symbols for the PSCCH DM-RS are mapped to the REs with
ndex (𝑘, 𝑙0):

= 4𝑚 + 1, 𝑚 = 0, 1, 2,… , (4)

0 =𝑠𝑙_𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 + 1,… ,

𝑠𝑙_𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙 + 𝑠𝑙_𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐻,
(5)

here 𝑘 is the RE index in the frequency domain, and 𝑙0 is the index
f the OFDM symbol in a slot. The modulation symbols for SCI1 are
apped to the remaining REs for PSCCH.

The modulation symbols for PSSCH DM-RS, SCI2, and data are
apped to their corresponding REs in the following order:

• Mapping of PSSCH DM-RS symbols,
• Mapping of SCI2 symbols, and
• Mapping of data symbols.

The indexes of the OFDM symbols that contain PSSCH DM-RS are
etermined using Table 8.4.1.1.2-1 of [17], where

𝑙 = 𝑙0 − 𝑠𝑙_𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙, (6)

𝑙𝑑 =

{

𝑠𝑙_𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 − 1 if no PSFCH in slot,
𝑠𝑙_𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑦𝑚𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑠 − 4 if PSFCH in slot,

(7)

where the number of PSSCH DM-RS is specified by sl_PSSCH_DMRS_
TimePatternList. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the PSSCH DM-RS symbol
assignments in two different sidelink configuration scenarios. In each
of these OFDM symbols, the PSSCH DM-RS modulation symbols are
assigned to the REs with 𝑘 = 2𝑚, where 𝑚 = 0, 1,… and 𝑘 does not
exceed the allocated number of REs.

The SCI2 modulation symbols are mapped to the vacant REs starting
at the lowest index in first OFDM symbol that contains PSSCH DM-RS,
where 𝑘 = 2𝑚+1. If additional REs are necessary, the vacant REs in the
following OFDM symbol(s) will be utilized. The locations of the SCI2
symbols are detailed in Figs. 5 and 6 as well.

In a sidelink slot without PSFCH, the OFDM symbol with index sl_
StartSymbol + sl_LengthSymbols - 1 functions as a guard symbol. All
235
the vacant REs from index sl_StartSymbol + 1 to sl_StartSymbol + sl_
engthSymbols - 2 are utilized for mapping of PSSCH data.

In a sidelink slot with PSFCH, the OFDM symbols with indexes sl_
tartSymbol + sl_LengthSymbols - 4 and sl_StartSymbol + sl_LengthSymbols

- 1 are guard symbols. All the vacant REs from index sl_StartSymbol
+ 1 to sl_StartSymbol + sl_LengthSymbols - 5 are utilized for mapping
of PSSCH data. The OFDM symbol at index sl_StartSymbol + sl_Length
Symbols - 2 contains the PSFCH, and the assigned REs are specified by
sl_PSFCH_RB_Set. The OFDM symbol that precedes it is its duplication
and functions as the AGC for PSFCH.

The mapping of all the modulation symbols for each of the physical
channels and reference signals starts from the lowest indexes of 𝑘 and
𝑙0, and the symbols occupy the corresponding REs in increasing order
of first 𝑘 and then 𝑙0.

The functions of the SL_SlotStructure class are illustrated in Fig. 7.
The constructor function SL_SlotStructure retrieves the parameters that
are related to the slot structure configuration from SL_BWP and its
resource pool, as well as the number of Multiple-Input and Multiple-
Output (MIMO) layers (nLayer) and the enabling of PSFCH in this slot
(PSFCH_overhead_indication). Based on the configuration, the elements
for different physical channels and reference signals are tagged in a ma-
trix by using different tag numbers. This function is realized by calling
the update_SlotStructMatrix function. The tags can be color coded and
displayed using the plot_SlotStructMatrix function. At the transmitter,
the mapping of physical channels and reference signals follows the
modulation of digital signals. Using the map_PHY_Channels function,
the modulation symbols for PSCCH SCI1, PSCCH DM-RS, PSSCH SCI2,
PSSCH data, PSSCH DM-RS, and PSFCH can be mapped to the corre-
sponding elements of the slot structure matrix. The map_PHY_Channels
function calls the individual functions for each physical channel or ref-
erence signals to complete such mapping, followed by duplicating the
corresponding elements of PSCCH and PSSCH to the elements for AGC.
At the receiver, after the OFDM demodulation, the modulation symbols
are demapped by the demap_PHY_Channels function. Each individual
function that map_PHY_Channels or demap_PHY_Channels calls can also
be utilized individually when symbols for a specific physical channel
or reference signal need to be modified or extracted.

In the LLS, the slot structures for the transmitter and receiver are
initialized whenever the link between nodes are updated. The mapping
of the physical channels and reference signals to the transmitter slot
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𝑚

Fig. 6. A sidelink slot with PSFCH. sl_StartSymbol = 0, sl_LengthSymbols = 14, sl_TimeResourcePSCCH = 2, and sl_PSSCH_DMRS_TimePatternList = 3.
Fig. 7. Structure of the SL_SlotStructure class.

structure is implemented in the sl_generateTransmitSignal function after
the modulations of the corresponding bit sequences. At the receiver,
the OFDM demodulation is implemented in the sl_processReceiveSignal
function, and its output is written to the RX slot structure matrix.
The demapping functions in the SL_SlotStructure class are developed to
demap either each physical channel or reference signal separately, or
all of them can be demapped in one function. In the implementation,
however, as we assume approximately perfect channel knowledge,
only the demapping of SCI2 and data is implemented by modifying
the original demapping functions of the Vienna simulator in order to
comply with its channel estimation requirement.

3.3. Data and control multiplexing

Per 3GPP specifications, in 5G NR sidelink, data and SCI2 are
multiplexed together after channel coding and rate matching on the
raw bit sequences. The multiplexed bits are then scrambled with the
scrambling sequence. The output sequence of the data and control
multiplexing process is completed by concatenating the coded SCI2 bits
with the coded data bits, and its format is determined by nLayer.

If the coded SCI2 and coded data bit sequences have the lengths of
and 𝑛, and

codedSCI2Bits: 𝑏0𝑏1...𝑏𝑚−1,

codedDataBits: 𝑑0𝑑1...𝑑𝑛−1,
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Fig. 8. Multiplexed bit sequence for different nLayer values.

the multiplexed bit sequence (multiplexedBits) is shown in Fig. 8(a)
when the number of data streams (nLayer) is 1, and in Fig. 8(b) when
nLayer is 2. Considering the SCI2 messages for both layers are identical
in the two-layer scenario, and the modulation scheme for SCI2 is QPSK,
every two groups of two coded SCI2 bits are interleaved by a group of
[−1,−1], which, during scrambling processing, are then replaced by the
group of two scrambled bits before it.

At the receiver, the demultiplexing of data and control follows the
descrambling procedure, and the demultiplexed SCI2 and data bits then
go through rate recovery and channel decoding. It is worth noting
that as two SCI2’s are received in the 2-layer scenario, to improve
the decoding performance, we keep both SCI2s for rate recovery and
channel decoding.

The data and control multiplexing and demultiplexing are imple-
mented by the sl_multiplex and sl_demultiplex, and they process the cor-
responding data in sl_generateTransmitSignal and sl_processReceiveSignal,
respectively.

3.4. PSSCH scrambling

The scrambling on PSSCH is performed between the multiplexed
sequence and the scrambling sequence 𝑐 (𝑛) before modulation. The
format of the scrambled sequence differs with nLayer.

The multiplexed sequence before scrambling is shown in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b) for one-layer and two-layer scenarios, respectively. When
scrambling is performed, each bit in 𝑏 and 𝑑 scrambles with the
corresponding bit in 𝑐(𝑛):

�̃�𝑛 =
(

𝑏𝑛 + 𝑐 (𝑛)
)

mod 2,
( )

(8)

𝑑𝑛 = 𝑑𝑛 + 𝑐 (𝑛) mod 2.
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Fig. 9. Scrambling on PSSCH for different nLayer values.

In a one-layer scenario, the scrambled sequences of �̃� and 𝑑 are
concatenated in the same format as in Fig. 8(a). The scrambled format
is shown in Fig. 9(a). In a two-layer scenario, however, each [−1,−1]
group shown in Fig. 8(b) is replaced by the group of two scrambled
SCI2 bits before it. The scrambled format is shown in Fig. 9(b). The
PSSCH scrambling is realized by the function sl_scrambling.

At the receiver, the PSSCH descrambling follows the demodulation
of the received symbols. The descrambling reverses the procedures for
scrambling and outputs the descrambled sequence with the same for-
mat as in Fig. 8(a) in the one-layer scenario. In the two-layer scenario,
the descrambled SCI2 bits for Layer 2 are saved for decoding, instead of
being replaced by [−1,−1] groups. It is important to note that, as the
demodulated sequence is in the form of Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR),
the descrambling is also performed by converting the corresponding
scrambling sequence to the LLR form.

The scrambling sequence 𝑐(𝑛) is generated by two length-31 Gold
sequences [17]:

𝑐 (𝑛) =
(

𝑥1 (𝑛 + 1600) + 𝑥2 (𝑛 + 1600)
)

mod 2, (9)

where 𝑥1(𝑛) is initialized by

𝑥1 (𝑛) =

{

1 𝑛 = 0,
0 𝑛 = 1, 2,… , 30,

(10)

and
30
∑

𝑖=0
𝑥2 (𝑖) ⋅ 2𝑖 = 𝑐init. (11)

𝑐init is related to the 24-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) on PSCCH
𝑝 [17,18]:

𝑐init =215𝑁𝐼𝐷 + 1010,

𝑁ID =𝑁X
ID mod 216,

𝑁X
ID =

𝐿−1
∑

𝑖=0
𝑝𝑖 ⋅ 2𝐿−1−𝑖, 𝐿 = 24.

(12)

In the simulator, the generation of scrambling sequence is com-
pleted by the function sl_scrambleSequence. 𝑝 and the length of the
scrambling sequence are the inputs to the function. As the coded
sequences of SCI2 and data share the scrambling sequence with the
same 𝑐init but different lengths, 𝑐 (𝑛) is generated with the length of
the longer of these two sequences. The first 31 bits in each of 𝑥1 (𝑛)
and 𝑥2 (𝑛) are generated with bitwise operation in binary to avoid the
computation complexity in decimal.

3.5. Sidelink layer mapping and precoding

Different from LTE sidelink where no spatial multiplexing is sup-
ported, NR sidelink supports MIMO transmission up to two layers.
Accordingly, layer mapping and precoding will be implemented after
modulation on the scrambled PSSCH bit sequence. The layer mapping
procedure splits the modulated symbol sequence according to 𝑛𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟,
and the precoding scales the symbols in each layer and maps each layer

to its corresponding antenna port.
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Fig. 10. Sidelink layer mapping and precoding for one-layer and two-layer scenarios.

In a one-layer scenario with modulation order 𝑄 for data bits,
the first 𝑚∕2 symbols of the modulated symbol sequence 𝑆 are SCI2
symbols 𝑆𝑏, and the last 𝑛∕𝑄 symbols are data symbols 𝑆𝑑 . 𝑆 is mapped
to a single layer, and the precoding has an identity precoding matrix
of 𝑊 = 1. Fig. 10(a) illustrates an example of the procedures from
scrambled bit sequence to a one-layer precoded symbol sequence, with
the data modulation of 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
(𝑄 = 4).

In a two-layer scenario, the first 𝑚 symbols of 𝑆 are SCI2 symbols
𝑆𝑏, where 𝑆𝑏

𝑘 with 𝑘 = 0, 2,… , 𝑚 − 2 are mapped to Layer 1, and those
with 𝑘 = 1, 3,… , 𝑚 − 1 are mapped to Layer 2. The last 𝑛∕𝑄 symbols
are data symbols 𝑆𝑑 , where 𝑆𝑑

𝑘 with 𝑘 = 0, 2,… , 𝑛∕𝑄−2 are mapped to
Layer 1, and those with 𝑘 = 1, 3,… , 𝑛∕𝑄−1 are mapped to Layer 2. The
layer mapped sequence is then multiplied with the identity precoding
matrix 𝑊 :
𝑍 =𝑊𝑆,

𝑊 =
[

1 0
0 1

]

.
(13)

The two-layer procedures from scrambled bit sequence to precoded
symbol sequence are shown in Fig. 10(b), with the data modulation of
QPSK (𝑄 = 2).

In the LLS, layer mapping and precoding are implemented in the
sl_generateTransmitSignal function, and the precoding matrix is defined
in the SidelinkScenario script.

3.6. Error-free and error-prone SCI2

In physical layer design and performance evaluation, the perfor-
mance of control signaling transmission, such as PSCCH and SCI2, is
often an interesting topic for researchers. In addition, in link-to-system
mapping, there are often various requests on BLER-to-SNR mapping,
such as control only, data only, or integrated control and data. For this
purpose and to provide flexible options, our sidelink simulator provides
the options of (1) error-free SCI2, which separates the data collection
and processing of SCI2 from decoding of a Transport Block (TB), and
(2) error-prone SCI2, where a TB cannot be decoded properly if the
associated SCI2 is not received correctly.

In the error-free SCI2 scenario, the decoding of a data transmission
is under the assumption that the SCI2 is decoded without error. The
data transmission in each slot is decoded, and the BLER is recorded
by summarizing the decoding results of each TB transmission(s). The
BLER of SCI2 transmission is also recorded separately, and its BLER is
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calculated by summarizing the decoding result of SCI2 in each slot. The
error-free SCI2 scenario can be enabled in the SidelinkScenario script.

When the error-prone SCI2 scenario is enabled, if the decoding of
SCI2 in a slot returns an error, the decoding of this TB transmission is
skipped and automatically recorded as erroneous. The decoding error
of SCI2 transmissions in this scenario is still recorded for each slot,
whereas the decoding error of TB transmission(s) reflects the error from
both SCI2 and TB transmissions.

3.7. Blind-based and feedback-based HARQ

To increase reliability of TB transmissions, for unicast, 5G NR
sidelink supports both blind-based HARQ and feedback-based HARQ,
and the maximum number of transmissions is configurable and up
to 32 [20]. In blind-based HARQ, a transmitter UE transmits one TB
for a certain number of times without requiring any HARQ feedback.
Whereas in feedback-based HARQ, a transmitter UE retransmits the TB
after receiving a NACK or no response after a predefined time, up to
the configured maximum number of transmissions. Apparently, on one
hand, feedback-based HARQ can prevent unnecessary retransmissions
that would otherwise waste sidelink resources and increase the channel
load. On the other hand, feedback-based HARQ requires feedback that
occupies sidelink resources and could potentially increase latency. In
our LLS, blind-based or feedback-based HARQ is set as one scenario
parameter, which is used later in the resource pool object.

Per 3GPP [19], HARQ feedback for a TB sent on a PSSCH in a
resource pool is carried on a PSFCH within the same resource pool.
Resources for PSFCH can be (pre-)configured periodically with a period
of 𝑁 = 1, 2, or 4 slot(s), i.e., there is a slot with PSFCH every 𝑁
slots [20]. To disable the HARQ feedback for a specific TB, the value
of 0 can be set to the HARQ feedback enabled/disabled indicator field
in the corresponding SCI2 [18]. To disable the HARQ feedback for all
sidelink transmissions in the resource pool, no resources for PSFCH
are configured [20]. In the LLS, PSFCH configuration is realized in the
resource pool object. Since the focus of the LLS is one point-to-point
link, HARQ feedback is not enabled/disabled at the TB level, but rather
at the resource pool level.

In addition, to accommodate the processing delay at the receiver
UE, in 3GPP [20], a time gap sl-MinTimeGapPSFCH between the PSSCH
and the PSFCH is configured in the time domain, with a single value
of 2 or 3 per resource pool. The receiver UE transmits the PSFCH
in the first slot that includes PSFCH resources and is at least sl-
MinTimeGapPSFCH slots in the resource pool after the last slot of
the PSSCH reception. In the LLS, this time gap is implemented in
the resource pool object, and is also used in the resource allocation
mechanism to ensure the minimum time gap between the associated
PSSCH and PSFCH.

Given that the focus of the LLS is one point-to-point link instead of
scheduling algorithms, the LLS implements a simple resource allocation
mechanism. For blind-based HARQ, all transmissions of one TB are
transmitted in consecutive slots. For feedback-based HARQ, note that
the number of symbols available to PSSCH differs between a slot with
PSFCH and a slot without PSFCH (Figs. 5 and 6). This means that the
sizes of the TBs that these two types of slots can hold are different. In
the LLS, if the initial transmission of one TB is on a slot with PSFCH, all
its retransmissions are scheduled in slots with PSFCH, and vice versa.

To avoid waste of resources while waiting for HARQ feedback, 3GPP
further allows multiple simultaneous outstanding TBs [23], and HARQ
process IDs are used to identify these TBs. The number of HARQ process
IDs can be a maximum of 16 in sidelink Mode 1 and a maximum
of 4 in sidelink Mode 2. Moreover, different copies of the same TB
are combined at the receiving UE based on their redundancy versions,
and each redundancy version is generated by shifting the starting
position of the bit sequence after LDPC encoding [18]. In the LLS,
a sidelink HARQ entity is developed to manage HARQ processes and

redundancy versions, as illustrated in Fig. 11. As shown in the figure,
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Fig. 11. HARQ Management.

Fig. 12. LTE D2D pathloss models for different deployment environment.

the active HARQ process is selected based on whether its associated slot
type (with or without PSFCH) matches the current slot and whether
the minimum time gap between its associated PSSCH and PSFCH is
satisfied. If both conditions are satisfied, the process that has been
waiting for a longer time in the buffer will be chosen. After the active
HARQ process is selected, the next redundancy version of the associated
TB is transmitted.

3.8. Communication range and performance evaluation

Communication range is one major topic in wireless communica-
tions and of special interest since the beginning of D2D communica-
tions. In this context, communication range refers to the maximum
distance between a transmitter and a receiver such that the transport
block transmitted could be received with an error probability not
exceeding the Target Loss Rate (TLR). In addition, other performance
metrics at the border of the communication range, such as target SNR,
throughput, and latency, can also be evaluated. This section introduces
how the SL LLS evaluates these performance metrics.

By using the pathloss models defined by 3GPP, the communication
range evaluation feature allows our SL LLS to give range numbers
directly from link-level simulations. Channel models for D2D are de-
fined in 3GPP specifications for ProSe under LTE [24], which include
three deployment scenarios: Outdoor-to-Outdoor (O2O), Outdoor-to-
Indoor (O2I), and Indoor-to-Indoor (I2I). In each of the O2O and O2I
scenarios, both Line-of-Sight (LOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) cases
are specified. In the I2I scenario, only NLOS case is considered, and an
additional penetration loss can be added when more than one obsta-
cle is involved. This gives six deployment scenarios in total. Fig. 12
provides the distance-vs-pathloss curves at band n14 for all these six
scenarios, where the curve marked with ‘‘I2I different buildings’’ maps
to the scenario of I2I with additional penetration loss added.

Fig. 13 shows the functions that convert simulation parameters into
communication range and other performance metrics at the border of
the communication range, which include target SNR, throughput, and
latency. They are evaluated by the getRangeParameters function, using
the designated target loss rates and simulation results. The getRangePa-
rameters function calls the getDistanceFromPathloss function, which is
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Fig. 13. Functions for the communication range and performance evaluation.

Fig. 14. Structure of the Constant3GPP class for constant management [25].

the major function in this feature, to calculate the communication
range at each designated target loss rate. It returns the corresponding
distance according to the specified values of pathloss, which is calcu-
lated using the total pathloss in simulation and the noise figure, and
deployment environment. When the function is executed for the first
time, getDistanceFromPathloss calls generateChModelTables to generate
the lookup tables for the six scenarios. These lookup tables are gen-
erated by O2O_pathloss_3gpp, O2I_pathloss_3gpp, and I2I_pathloss_3gpp.
When a lookup table is used in getDistanceFromPathloss and the pathloss
value happens to be absent, interpolation is used to estimate the
corresponding distance,

3.9. Constant management

3GPP standards specify a significant number of constant values.
Such constants are often presented using tables, and may be subject
to update following 3GPP meetings. To help researchers keep track of
updates on constants and their values without roaming through the
code to make modifications, the Constant3GPP class is developed, as
shown in Fig. 14 [25].

Each of the tables used in the simulator is created in a table under
a unique function. Users can update the tables when new updates are
available in the 3GPP standards. The name of the function is added
to the cell array of dataList under the Constant3GPP class. By running
he getData function, dataList accesses the table of interest in the form
f an anonymous function [25]. In addition, when other tables in the
GPP standards are needed, users can create another unique function
ollowing the existing examples. After adding the new function name
o dataList, the data will also be available to the getData function.

.10. Adaptive sweeping value selection

To generate the desired outputs, researchers often face the challenge
f setting an appropriate range of values for an input simulation param-
ter. This process can be time-consuming as determining the suitable
alue range typically requires manual trial and error, particularly when
imulating a single data point takes a significant amount of time, which
ould even make it unrealistic to run batch executions [25].

The adaptive sweep function focuses on addressing this challenge
nd automating the execution process by:

1. setting a range for the input parameter that is large enough to
encompass values to generate the desired outputs, as well as
the granularities for both the input and output based on ac-
ceptable accuracies. This is realized by the constructor function

adaptiveSweep of the adaptiveSweep class, as illustrated in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15. Structure of the adaptiveSweep class [25].

2. receiving the output values for the end points of the input
range, and adaptively preparing the parameters needed for
searching for the next input range. This is realized by the
receive_sweep_output function. And

3. using a ‘‘divide and conquer’’ strategy to determine the next
input value. This is realized by the get_next_sweep_to_calculate
function.

4. continuing the above steps until the configured granularities for
the input and output are reached, which ensures the desired
accuracies [25].

In addition, the adaptive sweep function also allows for designating
a Point of Interest (POI) and its granularity, where a series of input
values around the POI can be generated with a finer granularity, which
leads to a higher accuracy around the POI [25].

This feature is currently designed to focus on the parameters in
our communication range research topic. However, it can be eas-
ily modified and customized to fit other research purposes, which
can significantly save a researcher’s time and effort in implementing
simulations [25].

4. Simulation results

In this section, we illustrate the versatility of the SL LLS in ad-
dressing various research topics. We also present several results derived
from the simulations. The simulations are performed on one point-
to-point link at public safety band n14, which uses center frequency
795 MHz and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD), with one power class
3 transmitter UE (transmit power 23 dBm) and one receiver UE. Unless
mentioned otherwise, other simulation parameters are set as follows.
Numerology is set to 0, O2O LOS pathloss model is used with Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, and noise figure is set to 9 dB.
10 PRBs are allocated for data transmissions and MCS corresponding
to Channel Quality Indication (CQI) 1 is deployed. It is worth noting
that as the modulation order, target coding rate, and spectral efficiency
for each CQI index are mapped to their counterparts for a MCS index
in the corresponding tables, we use CQI index to represent MCS in the
SL LLS. For HARQ, unless mentioned otherwise, blind-based HARQ is
configured by default, and the maximum number of transmissions is set
to 1. Accordingly, PSFCH is disabled. Also, error-free SCI2 and perfect
channel knowledge are assumed.

4.1. Error-free SCI2 vs error-prone SCI2

As introduced in Section 3.6, to support the study of control signal-
ing transmission and to facilitate link-to-system mapping, our SL LLS
supports both error-free SCI2 and error-prone SCI2. In this simulation,
we use our SL LLS to investigate the impact of error-prone SCI2 on TB
decoding. We implemented this simulation set by toggling the error-
prone SCI2 option for all the CQI indexes of Table 5.2.2.1-2 in [23],
and each simulation runs for 10000 slots. The resulting BLER curves
are shown in Fig. 16.

In Fig. 16, each pair of curves with the same color represents the
TB BLERs of one CQI, with solid lines and dotted lines representing the
error-free SCI2 scenario and the error-prone SCI2 scenario, respectively.
It can be observed that, for each pair, the solid line is slightly on the left
side of the dotted line, indicating a better performance in the error-free

SCI2 scenario. Nevertheless, the difference is barely visible. It indicates
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Fig. 16. BLER curves for error-free SCI2 and error-prone SCI2.

Fig. 17. BLER curves for different numbers of RBs allocated with CQI = 1, 8, and 15,
t 𝜇 = 0.

hat under the same channel condition, the impact of error-prone SCI2
ecoding on the decoding of a TB is insignificant. This is consistent with
he design of control signaling, which uses polar coding and QPSK and
s required to be more robust due to its importance.

.2. Impact of number of allocated RBs

At Band n14, the number of allocated RBs could range from 10 to
2 at 𝜇 = 0 and from 10 to 24 at 𝜇 = 1. It is beneficial to understand the
mpacts of the number of allocated RBs on the BLER curves, especially
or the purpose of narrowing down BLER curve sets for PHY abstraction
nd link-to-system mappings. In this section, we demonstrate the BLER
urve shifts with changes in the number of allocated RBs. Simulation
or each point runs for 10 000 slots. Furthermore, we repeated the
imulation by changing CQI from 1 to 8 and 15 to investigate potential
mpacts of CQI on BLER shifts.

Fig. 17 indicates that at 𝜇 = 0 and CQI = 1, the BLER performance
mproves when increasing number of allocated RBs. The maximum
ifference in SNR is relatively small and is around 1 dB at TLR = 0.5%.

This trend at CQI = 1 is also observed when 𝜇 = 1, as shown in Fig. 18,
where the maximum SNR difference is around 0.7 dB at TLR = 0.5%.

Similar to the case of CQI = 1, Fig. 17 shows that the BLER curves
for CQI = 8 or 15 do not shift significantly with the number of RBs
allocated at 𝜇=0. The maximum SNR differences are less than 0.5 dB
240
Fig. 18. BLER curves for different numbers of RBs allocated with CQI = 1, 8, and 15,
at 𝜇 = 1.

t TLR = 0.5%, and the BLER curves do not shift towards lower SNR
ith increasing number of RBs allocated. This observation also applies

o CQI = 8 and 15 at 𝜇=1.
Figs. 17 and 18 also demonstrate that with CQI increasing, a higher

NR is required to achieve the same BLER. This result is also observed
n Fig. 16 and meets our expectation.

The data above shows that although at a low CQI, the BLER curves
hift towards lower SNRs when the number of allocated RBs increases,
he maximum shift is no higher than 1 dB. The impact of number of
llocated RBs is hence insignificant, and the BLER curves under differ-
nt number of allocated RBs could be potentially combined into one
n PHY abstraction and link-to-system mappings, which could reduce
he complexity significantly without loss of accuracy. This conclusion
s further supported by the simulation results from higher CQIs, where
he differences in BLER curve shifts are barely noticeable.

.3. Deployment environment on communication range

Public safety communications is one major application of sidelink
nd D2D communications, and the deployment environment involved
an be complicated especially for rescues after disasters. It is of great
alue for first responders to have the knowledge of communication
anges in a certain deployment environment.

For this purpose, we conducted link-level simulations in three sce-
arios: O2O, O2I, and I2I. For O2O, depending on whether obstruction
s along the path, both LOS and NLOS propagations are simulated. For
2O LOS, we select AWGN channel for comparison. As communication

n both O2O LOS and O2O NLOS environments may be initiated from
pedestrian or a vehicular, we select the PDPs of Pedestrian B and Ve-
icular B as small scale channel models. The simulations are conducted
y changing these corresponding parameters in the functions discussed
n Section 3.8. The results are shown in Fig. 19.

As shown in Fig. 19, the deployment achieves the longest commu-
ication range with AWGN channel. As AWGN is the simplest channel
odel, this result is expected. For both LOS and NLOS propagation,

he deployments for pedestrian show better performance than those
or vehicular. This is due to the higher Doppler shift coming from
he vehicle’s speed. With the same channel model, LOS propagation
rovides a longer communication range than NLOS propagation, as
ignal propagation experiences higher path loss with NLOS.

In the O2I scenario, NLOS propagation is simulated for both Vehic-
lar B and Pedestrian B channel models, as obstruction exists in most
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Fig. 19. Communication range evaluation under different deployment environment.

cases. The simulation results demonstrate a better performance with
Pedestrian B, which aligns with the O2O scenario.

In the I2I scenario, only Pedestrian B channel model is applied, as
communication that involves a vehicular is a less likely scenario. Com-
pared to O2I, the simulation result for I2I (within the same building)
shows a significantly longer communication range. As O2I has much
higher penetration loss, the performance is also expected.

The data shows that for the baseline configuration, although the
ideal communication range can reach 981.8 m under an ideal de-
ployment environment, the actual communication range can vary de-
pending on the deployment environment where the communication
experiences. When more penetration loss and higher Doppler shift
occur, the performance may drop to 126.6 m or even lower. Therefore,
the deployment environment for NR sidelink needs to be carefully taken
into account when predicting the potential connectivity.

4.4. Performance under different numerology and UE power class

5G NR introduces flexible numerology (𝜇) to support a variety of
ervices with different performance requirements. This changes the
esource grid in both time and frequency domains. For example, in
requency domain, the SCS is 15 kHz for 𝜇 = 0 and 30 kHz for 𝜇 = 1.
s we set 𝑠𝑙_𝑅𝐵_𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 10, the bandwidth when 𝜇 = 1 is twice than

hat when 𝜇 = 0. Meanwhile, in time domain, the time duration of a slot
s 1 ms for 𝜇 = 0 and 0.5 ms for 𝜇 = 1. In this simulation, we explore
he impacts of numerology on the required SNR, communication range,
hroughput, and latency for both 𝜇 = 0 and 1, at a TLR of 0.5%. Note
hat the throughput and latency reported are measured at the border
f the communication range. Also note that as mentioned in Section 2,
atency here is a simplified version that refers to the difference from
he time a data packet is transmitted at the transmitter to the time it is
eceived successfully at the receiver, and does not include other delays
uch as processing delay.

Fig. 20 shows that at a TLR of 0.5%, the required SNRs for 𝜇 = 0
nd 1 are the same. The SNRs can be converted to pathloss values by
ombining transmitting power, noise figure, bandwidth, and operating
emperature. As 𝜇 = 1 has a larger SCS and bandwidth, its signal power
s more dispersed.

From the function introduced in Section 3.8, a shorter communica-
ion range is expected. This is consistent with Fig. 20.

In terms of throughput, both cases share the same nPRB but SCS is
oubled in case of 𝜇 = 1. The resource utilized in case of 𝜇 = 1 is hence
oubled, and the throughput is therefore expected to be around twice
s that for 𝜇 = 0. This derivation is reflected in Fig. 20. Likewise, as a
B is decoded in the same slot as it is transmitted, using our simplified
ersion of latency without considering other delays, the latency for
= 1 is expected to be around half of that for 𝜇 = 0, which is also

eflected in Fig. 20.
The above simulation data shows how numerologies influence the

erformance metrics towards different directions. That is, careful
idelink configurations are required to meet a variety of service needs,
hich aligns with the goal of introducing numerology in 5G.

The power class for a UE is default at Power Class 3, which is
3 dBm. In addition, 3GPP standard [21] specifies high power class
241
Fig. 20. Impacts of numerology on required SNR, communication range, throughput,
and latency (numerology 0 and 1, at TLR = 0.5%).

Table 2
Communication ranges at different UE power classes for numerologies
0 and 1.
Power class Communication range

𝜇 = 0 𝜇 = 1

Power Class 3 (23 dBm) 981.8 m 825.7 m
Power Class 1 (31 dBm) 1554.4 m 1311.9 m

for Band n14, which is Power Class 1 with 31 dBm signal power. The
additional power a UE can provide will improve the communication
ranges at both 𝜇 = 0 and 1.

Table 2 summarizes the communication range evaluations for the
allowed UE power classes at numerologies 0 and 1. Both scenarios
show significant improvements in communication range when power
increases, where the improvement is around 573 m at 𝜇 = 0, which is
58 % increase. Such improvement is around 486 m or 59 % at 𝜇 = 1.

In addition, we can also observe from Table 2 that at Power Class 1,
the communication range is also shorter at a higher numerology. This
aligns with the observation in the previous numerology analysis shown
in Fig. 20.

4.5. Performance under enhanced NR sidelink HARQ mechanism

Since the start of sidelink and D2D communications, communica-
tion range has been one major topic of interest. While LTE sidelink
supports blind-based HARQ with four mandatory transmissions, 5G
NR sidelink supports both blind-based and feedback-based HARQ, and
allows up to 32 transmissions. This brings a great potential to improve
sidelink communication range. On the other hand, the latency of a
packet transmission increases as the number of HARQ transmissions
increases. In this simulation, we use our sidelink simulator to study the
communication range and the corresponding latency under different
HARQ configurations. Note that, similar to previous data, the latency
here is the simplified version and maps to experience at the border of
communication range. Also, the intention of this study is to explore
the link-level performance. Hence, the latency considered here is not
bounded by other high layer operations such as scheduling algorithms.

For this purpose, for both blind-based and feedback-based HARQ,
we set the maximum number of transmissions to be 1, 4, 8, 16, and 32,
respectively. In the feedback-based HARQ simulation, we enable PSFCH
transmissions with a PSFCH period of 4. The corresponding range and
latency can be calculated from the BLER curves at a TLR of 0.5%. The
results for both blind-based and feedback-based HARQ are plotted in
Fig. 21.

The range curves in Fig. 21 show a significant improvement in range
values with increasing number of transmissions, for both blind-based
and feedback-based HARQ. This is consistent with our expectation, as
a higher number of (re)transmissions increases the TB decoding success
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Fig. 21. Communication range and latency for blind-based HARQ and feedback-based
ARQ, at TLR = 0.5%.

ate. The link can hence tolerate a higher path loss, which leads to a
onger range.

However, the latency curves in Fig. 21 clearly show a significant
ncrease in latency. The latency can be as high as around 140 ms, which
ould fail many applications. Also, as retransmission in feedback-
ased HARQ only happens after a corresponding PSFCH is received, its
atency is expected to be significantly higher than the latency for blind-
ased HARQ, especially when the maximum number of transmissions
s high. Fig. 21 shows that the latency for feedback-based HARQ can
e up to 122 ms longer than that of blind-based HARQ.

This data shows that NR sidelink enhanced HARQ can indeed im-
rove communication range significantly. However, a careful design is
equired to balance other performance metrics, such as latency, in order
o meet various service needs.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a 5G NR sidelink link-level sim-
lator that we have developed and made publicly accessible [15].
he simulator conforms closely to 3GPP specifications on NR sidelink
nd supports various NR sidelink features such as sidelink BWP and
esource pool, sidelink slot format including feedback channel and
wo-stage SCIs, data and control multiplexing, data and SCI2 scram-
ling, sidelink layer mapping and precoding, blind- and feedback-
ased HARQ, and communication range evaluation. It is modular and
daptable to different link-level simulations of interest.

Using our simulator, we have investigated the impact of different
idelink parameters on sidelink performance. Our simulation results
ndicate that the BLER curve shifts are insignificant when comparing
rror-prone SCI2 and error-free SCI2, and the impact of the number of
llocated RBs is also insignificant. Additionally, different deployment
nvironments can result in significant gaps in communication range.
oreover, while configuring numerology 0 and 1 offers a trade-off

etween communication range, throughput, and latency, high power
lass UE significantly increases communication range. Furthermore,
hile 5G NR sidelink enhanced HARQ mechanism can indeed improve

ommunication range significantly, a careful design is required to
alance other performance metrics, such as latency, in order to meet
arious service needs. Our simulator is the first publicly accessible 5G
R sidelink link-level simulator and can be used to further investigate

he performance of 5G NR sidelink under various scenarios.
The current version of the simulator is designed for a single point-

o-point sidelink with FDD and data transmissions and with partial
mplementation of control and feedback channels. The simulator fo-
uses on performance metrics BLER curves, communication range,
hroughput and latency. In our future releases we plan to extend it to

nclude full implementation of control channel and feedback channel,
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as well as other performance metrics such as BER and FER. We also
plan to expand the simulator to include Time Division Duplex (TDD)
transmission and link-level simulation at V2X frequency bands. Addi-
tionally, we aim to develop PHY abstraction to integrate the link-level
data into system-level simulations.
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